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Superfluidity (Superconductivity) generic phenomenon observed in most physical systems at sufficiently low temperatures.

Superfluidity (Superconductivity) generic phenomenon observed in most physical systems at sufficiently low temperatures.

liquid 3He and 4He

nuclear systems such as nuclei...… and neutron stars

Artist's conception of a neutron star. 
(Casey Reed, Penn State University)

ultra-cold atomic gases(bosonic and fermionic)

Source: Wolfgang Ketterle - Nobel Lecture: 
When Atoms Behave as Waves: Bose-Einstein Condensation and the Atom Laser

superconductors



Superfluid HydrodynamicsSuperfluid Hydrodynamics→ macroscopic description→ dof: fluid elements 

Quantum MechanicsQuantum Mechanics→ microscopic description→ dof: particles 
Quantum MechanicsQuantum Mechanics→ microscopic description→ dof: particles 
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Present HPC capabilities allow for this...

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0z8fVrTyzg

superfluid drop pinching off from a nozzle, T=1.34 Kelvin 
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At microscopic level quantum statistics is important:particles with integer spin (bosons):condensate in single state…… simplification of description.particles with half-integer spin (fermions):obey Pauli principle…… correlations responsible for superfluidity…… hard to describe.
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This This seminarseminar(Thanks to PRACE)
This This seminarseminar(Thanks to PRACE)



Quantum mechanical descriptionQuantum mechanical description Schrödinger equation

Practical (and accurate) method of solving:  Density Functional Theory (DFT)Density Functional Theory (DFT)

Credit: https://www.nobelprize.org/

Most frequently cited paper in physics 
(within Physical Review journals) 



SLDA: crucial for numerical treatment…Results with many PDEs...In practice at least petascale performance is required... 
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In general superfluid DFT results with integro-differential equations...Beyond reach even for exascale systems…Unless approximation is used...
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Solving time-dependent problem for superfluids...
The real-time dynamics is given by equations, which are formally equivalent to the Time-Dependent HFB (TDHFB) 
or Time-Dependent Bogolubov-de Gennes (TDBdG) equations

where h and Δ depends on “densities”:

 a lot of nonlinear  coupled 3D  Partial  Differential  Equations(in practice n=1,2,…, 105 - 106)

We explicitly track fermionic degrees of freedom!

+ orthogonality of states:



https://www.topa500.org/To execute superfluid TDDFT we need supercomputers... 
Present computing capabilities:
 full 3D (unconstrained)    superfluid dynamics spatial meshes up to 803 number of particles up to order ~104  up to 106 time steps     (for cold atomic systems it gives      trajectory of length of a few ms)

Present computing capabilities:
 full 3D (unconstrained)    superfluid dynamics spatial meshes up to 803 number of particles up to order ~104  up to 106 time steps     (for cold atomic systems it gives      trajectory of length of a few ms)

All further results shown here were generated on Piz Daint (CSCS)



Piz 
Daint 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 045304 (2016)

Series of MIT experiments: Nature 499, 426 (2013);PRL 113, 065301 (2014); PRL 116, 045304 (2016);→ observation of decay of a dark soliton into a vortex line 

unitary Fermi gas(superfluid properties demonstrate here in form of topological defects)

Note: here we observe directly time evolution of density n(density n(rr,t),t) for quantum system
Note: here we observe directly time evolution of density n(density n(rr,t),t) for quantum system



Remarkable agreement  between theory and data!→ we have accurate energy density functional…→ SLDA works well…     (… see recent review paper by A. Bulgac, Physica Status Solidi B, 2019, 1800592) 

Piz Daint 

G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 045304 (2016)

No adjusting 
parameters to the 

experiment!



G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)



Superflow in spin-symmetric systems (NSuperflow in spin-symmetric systems (N↑↑=N=N↓↓))Spin-up particle

Spin-down particle

Cooper pair
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Spin-down particle

Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Cooper pair



Superflow in spin-imbalanced systems (NSuperflow in spin-imbalanced systems (N↑↑≠≠NN↓↓)???)???Spin-up particle

Spin-down particle

Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Cooper pair

In spin-imbalanced system we have a problem…
  … there are particles that cannot form the Cooper pair…
  Open question: how unparied particles how unparied particles influence the dynamcis?influence the dynamcis?
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Example: the phase separationExample: the phase separationFig. from: Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 030401 (2006) 

Temperature → 
A shell structure in an imbalanced Fermi gas:the superfluid region of equal spin-up and spin-down densities is surrounded by a “normal gas” (unpaired particles).



Unpaired particles tend to accumulate inside of topological defects. This may be understand noting that the most energetically favorable place to storeexcess unpaired spins is at the core of the vortex where ∆ = 0 -  no Cooper pairs need to be broken.

Solitonic cascade in spin-imbalanced system – simulation

G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)



G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)

(not confirmed experimentally yet)

Prediction: structure of topological defects depends on amount of spin-imbalance in the system.



Studying proximity effects in ultra-cold atomic gasesStudying proximity effects in ultra-cold atomic gases
→ Let us start with the unpolarized (N↑=N↓) and uniform unitary Fermi gas… → … and apply locally time-dependent and spin-polarizing potential….

In the movies I’ll be showing what happens in this plane only!(calculations are 3D) 





P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446



Proximity effectProximity effect



Proximity effectProximity effect

z

nodal points

Analog of SFS junction in ultra-cold atomic gas...



Proximity effectProximity effect

z

nodal points

Analog of SFS junction in ultra-cold atomic gas...

Let us remove the external potential that creates this structure as see what happens... Let us remove the external potential that creates this structure as see what happens... 



P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446



P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446

(not confirmed experimentally yet)

We predict existence of We predict existence of ferronferron What is unexpected here?What is unexpected here?

One can expect (spin)diffusion process to take place…→ T>Tc: the structure decays                 via (spin)diffusion → T<Tc: the structure (ferron)                is stabilized via                the superfluid effects!



Spatially localized excitation in the unitary Fermi gas: spin polarized droplet spin polarized droplet with a peculiar internal structure involving the abrupt change of the pairing phase at the surface of the droplet.
P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446

(not confirmed experimentally yet)

We predict existence of We predict existence of ferronferron What is unexpected here?What is unexpected here?

One can expect (spin)diffusion process to take place…→ T>Tc: the structure decays                 via (spin)diffusion → T<Tc: the structure (ferron)                is stabilized via                the superfluid effects!



How stable are these objects?How stable are these objects?

P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446



Experimental realization - propositionExperimental realization - proposition
experimental techniques allow to implement spin-dependent potentials…we suggest to use two crossing laser beams, each of about εF amplitude…in the crossing region the amplitude will be enhanced, allowing for efficient polarization and creation of the localized impurity….



CONCLUSIONS(TD)DFT – route for unified descriptionroute for unified description of static and dynamic properties of large Fermi systems(TD)SLDA has been validatedSLDA has been validated over last years reveling very good agreement with experimental dataSpin-imbalancedSpin-imbalanced system may provide new new platformplatform for studies of superfluid dynamicsCoexistence of superfluid (paired) and normal (unpaired) components even at zero temperature limit Significant changes of internal structure, stability and rigidity of topological defects (Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018))Existence of new long-lived, spin-polarized excitation mode in the ultra-cold gas(arXiv:1811.00446)
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Thank you. We invite (computer) scientists who would like to get involved into extending TDDFT studies towards exascale.Contact: gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl               http://wlazlowski.fizyka.pw.edu.pl
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